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outside London it is all geometry, a euphemism for civil war 
I remember our cotton dresses, those ribbons and bows

 - Sean Bonney



Holly Pester

you know it gets published 
four or five times a night, this 
thing I made with blue glass 
fingers, to wrote is mine

I have taken off my coat 
Put it on again
taken my coat off
put it on (too attached) 
my feet are clean and meaningless

big imagined lover’s coming
there is blood in the till, smoke in the field
such description knocked us cold 
and stayed supine to write more flocking 
songs of together, filthy set, together
joints warm anyway, lived
limbed, named mad and cohorted 
apart, together, drowsy
twins feeding, trade on

your lips are a red work 
your presence is toted in, stuck gradually gone
you walk slowly 
squidged into rapid bits and I am asleep 
but my organs work on some image my heart 
likes to look at in the rest space

GLAMOUR HALLUCINATED LOVE
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My dog was retching in the night
She has woken the house demon, the carpet is moaning
I cannot move move 
My dog is whimpering at the door door
I am locked in
The wind rattles the brown brown fence
She has brought grey figs to my bed
I cannot sleep well
We walk to the end of the town where a wall blocks the exit of sleepless people
Bodies have piled up
My dog snuggles into the greasy leather of the dead dead 
The moon bends the wall over us
I cannot breathe well
We escape by a stream, we swim backwards
We carry baskets on our shoulders full of herb books
The water fails
The current drags us home
We settle in 
I cannot work work
I cannot touch the ceiling I cannot touch the floor
Her toes are splayed, her paws are pierced underneath from insect horns
I will never marry
My dog has been neutered
I will never bear children
We study the dust marks 
Nothing flies well 
My dog has a wound on the tough of her ear that bloodies the doors
I do not feel good
I cannot rock climb
I cannot touch the weather
She barks at the spirit in the corner corner
We eat the leaves of green green lemons

OMEN
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My shadow and her shadow are wearing jewellery, her shadow is 
       made of grey salt
and charms move through it like slow coins
I cannot catch 
I cannot create anything from faith
We cannot milk
We cannot digest grapes or the sleeping babies hidden in them 
I cannot take the sound of failing water
I cannot find the spikenard
I cannot find the quality gear
Dog, I need you to help me eat 
Poet, there is a special oil for your diet
Dog, there is no oil in your diet
Poet, you are not what I need, your back is girlish, you sleep too much 
Dog, you cannot leave, I need the oil in your fur 
I tied my red scarf around her neck for luck luck
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Pauline, where should this go?
It’s a photo of a pregnant woman — where should it go?
this photo is of a naked woman that she took
of herself in the mirror
the flash covers all her face
her belly with the tight red lines
from the 80s blind has muscles
the nipples have outlines
Pauline, she has the same soup bowl as me.

She is more pregnant than me (as I wrote that down)
washing basket appearance
knickers middle
a hairdryer alright — target linen

I’ll leave it where I found it.

I’ll put it with woodwork with a note that says the limit of red chili is skill,
with the story of carving, when a boy asked what carving was he didn’t
understand the answer, she explained using the metaphor of a rash and
its itch, with sawdust padding for safety, it’ll get re-used again and again,
I’ll get it back out when I am more pregnant than her and put it in with
the steelwork.

PAULINE
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to the point, limb tardy to the thought
pointed to: waxy phrasal surface, he was
so pale, so pale and yet at the deep structure
no tendency to violence, though that
he was not so pale at all, the point, repeated,
would go away, vapid artistry of matter
how dead you are! and not forgotten though
certainly changed by it, oil of his skin to
grease the paper. the finger misaligned to
target, pure intentions of the genius toeing
the immigrant love operation – mourn for
it, the point being to keep you lucky but a
human face in its foxconn display is ugly and
infinitely divided labour will guarantee
each one of us, points for who, for guessing,
succulently fried in his own fats. our statutes
are produced outside the border where
callous fingers thread the point, unpaid over
time so very fairtrade – as if this document for
love, protect the bone in its unthinking weight
negation of the etc, just that, gaffa taped to
the mark, so, so real and unchanging, nouns
for the forever you may speak freely for him.
his is not ours is an edible cliché impressions
from the newsprint cuddle up to me to
pretend to fit together at apparition of the
point. the poverty of hymn to claim trans-
dermal affect, he will not speak back. thus
encased, febrile, sexy by all logical accounts
there is not a rite for this, not in the minstrelsy
of tradition so singularly he is nothing but
the gunky deposits of another kind of love,

Laurel Uziell
WRONG HUMAN ACTS
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singing. at nil point no wagging of the finger
a message to the captain to destroy the vessel,
thousands have been lost: yet he is so
brilliant and vigourous in death, from him
all precedents originate. big history is
wrong, do not think there is a point to this,
trailing off into untraceable body/word count,
the monstrous accumulation of tissue as
antennae for the wrong gender, melanin to
justify the measure. for a moment’s shut-eye,
blink, you are not dead but planetary
disgust remains, informing all the concepts,
so, within reason, he may require a skin graft:
that is not how this article is to be interpreted,
the body does not match its weight of rare chemicals,
as if the cells could shiver. it is he; falsely
collapsed into genital arrangement, all the
particles aligned they point to another cause,
so don’t go away
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Wake to pennies stuck between your teeth,
hands crushed into tiny fists and pushed in-
side you. All I know are facts and these
mean nothing, change the world etc but 
what methods can you use and really this
is a question of how much can you take,
how much before history just falls out of
your mouth and scoops up all the living 
verbs. Dream of landlords crushed to 
death by magnitudes expanding; remains
left behind in flakes and insufflated. And 
I do want to deteriorate, extensity is not
enough to make you worth your life o 
quick look a kneejerk spit hood stretched 
across the face and labelled social love 
and really this is what it is, this sentence
will never end so long as there is the 
promise of a point. This is empathy 
in blackface, cosy refuge what you call a
home, the entire globe don’t you know 
this, I do and this makes me no better.
Learn to flourish in a body bag, blood 
is watered down and so you are a human
today, violent all the way to the outline
of the skull, to be discovered in the future
and turned into an example. But really
the poem is just a horror film, livid at
banality and how life just goes on, go on
do take a picture or a swing at easy targets,
present in gashy semblance all the data 
you will acquire from life and suck it 
back in, metaphors for nothing, easy 
money for a diagnosis of complexity but
cannot close the gap. This, this. 

FRAG
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A river is a home, but for the city’s 
 lack of housing and the fish guts

floating to the top, they could be eyes, 
 your father’s, naked in the water &

you loving us fiercely even in death.
 Mesh covers no breasts that I have

and stubble on my chest, but I would
 bare it to throw my clothes to Nep-

tune, to you, washed up and out of
 history’s closet, and you are always

still dying, even if the wounds are
 kissed, no happy queen can roam

nude amongst the heterosexual arch-
 itecture and its violence without an

implant in the spine, racialised 
 sedation. The river Jordan cuts

across the inner city by the fag-
 got junkie pier, where love is spit

in someone else’s mouth, and really
 is, the angel of history can be trans

under the right squint, her wings
 are tacky and caught on legislation,

peering down on public sex. O
 inhabit me ancestry, I have no 

strength and brittle fingernails
 from too much polish, teach me to

swim and make revenge the sibling
 of self-defence, not to redeem the 

deaths in custody or on the street,
 but to print our messy silhouettes 

against the sky in rage forever, 
 love, I love you.

WATER DRAG (for Marsha P. Johnson)
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mizzlin’            drizzlin’           small wet rain daglin’

doon              har [see clouds]                     precipitation

mist not flites   not bleachin’lash but spit

and spatter       sea fret      the wind is lound

quiet and calm misplaced and daflin

occasional waff flammin’ aboot

sea makes glitter paths        makes light of cloud

curdled sun      un-dulates        in-duced waves

refract            disperse        pris-mat-ic  sundog

what better disguise  for evil / than  

sonnets?            prismatic sun  dog   (Sun-hole /

door)             the songs of  birds the voices  of  

birds           the motions of birds    pee-wit       peez-

weep            pee’sweep         a  plover so called from

its crie              [wha’ beh ah disguise ?]:  Cuthbert     

would live a hermit’s life in  this  Ing-

lish  verse    a      metrical life in Ing-

lish  verse    indeed      a myth   for      a           book        

frass  from fressen,     to eat; devour  filth

or refuse          discussed in garbage                foul

foulness          dirty    corrupt       what better 

disguise   forra  book?    words  bleat         its      crie  

would  lish  lish louse  wood louse louse  lish    not

bleachin’lash           skeers an’ howps          tis only 

a   flesh  wound       my    eyes    and  ohs    are  in  

disposed         set  the   warning     bells       set the

watch-beacons flaring       in   all  life    forms

Mendoza
SONNOTS (for Bill Griffiths)
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meeting a pig on way to sail     cross-

eyed / kelly-eyed  you should avoid them! 

the songs of birds.  the motions of  birds,

land birds and sea birds;      she started off

like a bird on the wing,  the cole bote

I go in                                   my selfe       pee-wit  pee’sweep

                                          gau-west      pintail duck   setting a keel

                        down on the ebb,           laden,             and back on 

            the flood,         empty;               load off in one tide 

hostile     providence     without  purpose .

do tattered clothes shield a snell   wind?  a 

sharp piercing wind,   starved with   cold.  winter 

shrill.       this acker sea,    still raging in 

the black   of   night with curl-snarling.  oh

Brethren,  by foul means they meant to fuel 

them boats to the  rising sea,      swiftly, 

them boats, hinder’d by tides,  foaming  and

rolling amid the ravenous maw

deep sea         fish               cod and        haddock                live          in  mud

        sixty        fathoms               deep     still      the eye          must                       

                   distinguish       fish           from the              sea  bottom

                           trawling   around       the         edges of    rock 

                       and    hard    ground    as   close  as  you   can   go 

        the trawler is  a keelboat           a wooden 

                                hull   oak on oak                      in summer the catch

                                                        is sea-trout and salmon             in  winter 

             the trawl    is for              prawns,    unforgiving 
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         the storms disturb the sediment and

       silt     washing out      small sea      crustaceans, 

                                                                       molluscs and sand-eels   otherwise hid

       or concealed beneath the sea-calm grit; 

     shoaling sprats move inshore – forage fish,

         plankton-feeding          cod too  swim   coastward,  

                    rubbing clean  their  skin on  shingle,    plagued

by parasites  -     the grasping hooks  of

                    worms    in the guts            and the flesh        of fish 

tuck  the  millers thumb  f ’brat        paddle-

boosh             sea-divvil    sea-sow   sprag    and  coal-

say        black-back  found among seaweed    the

fetther-lasher             tommy  codlin’        kelks         

and   keek    pout-whiting          maze  and  meddoms    

minnims  and  mops    jenny   flucker      fluck

or  flounder     bully beshers   cuddys 

legs      spur-dog      thorn ears     watther bo’n      the          

phosphorescence    of     herrin’s      in      death

oh what’ll l we dee with the herrin’s 

           heed?  is a slippery  thing  these  son-

                                                            -nots   my north umber land words are ah  

                    common sea bird – what better disguise ?   

               the swift   light pickie  [see  tern]       sea turns 

                                                                    has-it   gone  past    high tides  hey billy

                                                          I   was schooled   in this  Ing-lish verse   trod

                          easy  ground    in this                  Ing-lish verse                         set

                                         sail to the inky      in this   Ing-lish 
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Next up are the leeches
snakin through
the black caucuses
on the road to bitterness.

No slackness for these verses of mine
the ballpoint duplicates
kept well away from the swollen tip,
a hundred per cent profit
for the end of grime.
Its a big deal in these days of trial.
Fresh blue     the handfolded
held up even closer to the light –
the transparence veined and eloquent.
And you, good for nothing,
with just enough 
childish presence
that even here the ill-fit is haloed with no-worry
just eyes
overflowing with impatience,
forced through a red bricked prison
(giving us a scare)
outrageous as life, a shivering beast
no longer afraid
of yesterdays sudden mined explosion.

How many lives 
are held up at the station?
Stripped and searched 
just long enough to accrue a fine –
until it dawns on you 
that the sign held aloft has no region,

D.S. Marriott
IN MEMORY OF THE RASCAL
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the privilege reserved for our non-arrival, star,
forever and ever looking out
over the partitioned earth
where we are detained without time.
On winter days
looking out the bars distractedly
with our hands 
forever clasped around our knees, 
unsought because unenthusiastic about nature.
The target of the world obscure,
as though our memories
had been overlaid, 
but for all that cheering and waving
when the rails we crewed made them obscenely, 
deservedly small,
scarcely old enough for the clearing.

As though growing up never happened,
and our desires and wants
were sentences without appeal, white with rage,
rather than lowlifes
that will never rascal again, 
because they have reached the scornful end
(the villainous look that will never change)
born into lifetimes of wrong—
gone the runny nose, gone the skinny terraces,
gone the wilds and smart mouths, 
gone the kestrels and snows and dark roisterin’, 
for today the heaths are sheathed by settlements. 
Paradise the same instruction of injury 
as we look back, prowling the suburbs together,
       the studios cold inside.   
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And once again this wedge is my
hypothesis, for what is denied isn’t
a true beginning, and what you
see below isn’t an answer, 
or a final step, but truth’s living
flesh being hacked to pieces.
But then that’s poetry’s falsehood.

And at the end of these words
I will ask you endless questions
for hours and hours on end
taking turns to write or yell
accusations, and I will tell you
the proof of what happened,
and with this confession
you will be unable to contradict
or resist me, or turn back from the rim
of remembrance, and thus return to the dim
constellations of memory. 

And you will forget what you did, 
and I will take you to
the grey zone where all the bones are buried. 

A hunger should be cold 
cut with shards of catastrophe.
A tsunami that simply refuses to die where bush fires 
go out, and tidal waves recede,
waiting for the rescuers to arrive. It’s the end of virtue;
a slag-heap of the endlessly perishable,
a lake where thought itself, neither slough nor swale, 
drags us down into darkness.

ESKIMO (after Wiley)
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Because every ‘might’ve’ should be hard, relentless,
as indifferent to the surrender that wants no part 
as to the desire that asks for it
for they are both the same—
I will show you what happened
the night before your innocence, 
when what might have been 
was just one of those days when truth is forfeit, 
and what happens is itself already damaged,
and it’s hard to decide whether the most guilty 
is the one who runs away,
or the one who spends every day  
in thrall to the sanctuary of forgiveness
because he’s already erased all traces? 

Go on then go on then, try me if ya name’s man.
And once again truth is held up as a threat,
and I will look at you 
during a pause in the interrogation, 
and soon it will be your turn again, and there will be
no restraint in the cells when the little one wanders away 
and black as death the conquest.
And I will hear you scream again,
and during the beatings
the words ‘I wasn’t there, I wasn’t there’
will return like skiffs already covered over by banks of chromatic rain
in a vast sea of heartlessness—
and your lips will seek another hearing,
and you will listen to the tapes silent, but horrified.
And the wish not to be pagan,
head bowed, wrecked by humiliation,
sent scuttling back to the island
and to the waters that should never 
have been stepped in, and the body
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which all year long has been the source of the sun’s empty interrogation,
will admit to the dead no sacrifice.

And I will ask you once again,
and you will look at me and see
my pupils burning with sunlight and fire, 
and your eyes looking at me will see
why sacrifice for the dead is the only thing that matters
even though all that will be saved are dungheaps.
And all of us blinded as we head back to the blue, 
the ice-fall and snows, 
the avalanche and glaciers that bury you also.

Man knows he will never escape 
and so walks on the beach anonymous: was this the intricate, blank sun?
Will the guards look after man, bring me lunch, as I am,
or are they just waiting to leave again? The bars
are overflowing and dangerous, each incident must be met with a chill
forbearance in the noonday sun, then massaged
as flaccid, dingy outlines net each pilgrim.
Only then does everything pass down to extinction
down there, as each journey opens with hope, and thought
enters the great, carnal round of beginning, sun-blinded,
its naming programmed in neon, man’s confession an epic
that takes in the whole world, now, but a homecoming,
a reunion, with no one to sing the story or knit its arrival.
And even the oracle rages for its lack of vision
to bet on the thing that never happens but always will.

Slowly it dawns, in the clubs and lobbies.
The sun is fate. The clue lies in how it takes shape in the kiosks
the glare of immortality, and none the wiser for seeing it.
And the thought that life is but a shadow 
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falls like guano across the most famous landmark on the island, 
but it was only the body of a dog petrified once more
tales of what happens, and the fear of what fails to etched into our travels.

The police take up their places. Near but far and always waiting
to explore every inch of the island, looking for temporary truths amid the locals,
finally all those inebriated with thoughts of death & glory.
And a new song emerges from all the rapturous things on earth,
the bars, the cafes, the grey stucco houses and storefronts
the sanious delirious bruise of an island, and all the waves
versions of waves flattened under the sea’s immense weight.
The tides taking us farther and farther out,
where we flounder, lost in what we will & don’t know, that no sea dispels.
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The subject identifies itself with a holograph. It vanishes somewhat embarrassed. It has got 
no personal identities, no national insurance number. The subject is non-existent.

Gizem Okulu
from TOO SLICED FOR LANDING

We pull down gravity the ground is solid it is filled with absence it soaked up all your 
words it clothed them and your mouth so you only hear the silence of the masses.

[ 1 ]

we
ride

above
and

under
this

meaning
less

army
of

clouds
captain

go
faster

go
faster
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Another victory for the monkey in a floating suit call it inconvenience or fate the 
clouds far out re appear they take charge of the sentence the eclipse of my metaphors 
there is no choice no escape route.

[ 2 ]

silence
yes
the
fear
it

will
enter
the
fear
that

tongue
lingering

the
fear
with

a
broken

grammar
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Because you believe them because you want it to be true because you think it protects 
you from the fog only one single eye only the hand is working behind the tiny teeth 
words trans migrating.

[ 3 ]

I
sculpt

my
lips
and

I
un

burn
my
hair

I
came
here
to

look
for
you
but

where
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The algorithm is wrong in the shelter where forever rain and rain and rain and leave 
no mark you fools you in different fools the tongue slips under siege the bodies un-
der siege and the words in the basement the ottoman consciousness I am not these I 
never was alone in my own sleep I lived too close to the sea.

[ 4 ]

fuck
autonomy

we
will

build
our

houses
next
to

dwarfs
in
the

woods
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Here the un known geography moves faster than our wrists the evidence the only 
evidence is other people checking other people’s burning houses I promise I do not 
see I do not think you do it anyway you place the air holes curtains and make sure 
there is none in my head except the children they do not live up to your celluloid 
expectations they have no history to recover. 

[ 5 ]

but
I

am
or

was
a

fair
child

I
weep

I
weep

in
between

the
gates

of
the
city
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And wait inside an emptiness do nothing lay your head on my shoulder we will find 
the meanings of each other’s dreams we will solve the difficult puzzles of most dan-
gerous books do nothing wait learn to write in the Cyrillic alphabet make a pagan 
love sign do not try to make them understand you leave everything but everything 
behind do nothing wait because inside an emptiness we are safe.

[ 6 ]

come
now
do
the

nose
bleed
the

anemic
acupuncture

blood
sex
of
the

species
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Hurtling at a skeleton-melting velocity elevation, 
Glancing defensively backwards at the liberties radioactive 
Given express along the incline of the gorgeous triple ramp, 
Assuring horrified interlocutors that all enwaked behind
Was only self-consuming waste prod of manipulant demosis, 
However morally incredible, demonsterously free;
Therefore to none at all subjected but congenital reoccupancy.

Justin Katko
A WORD THEY SAID

Sung along to for those who can’t hear it 
By the tenderloin reflecting security upgrades
Available now as hot lard by injection
Though really as powder-ham they are just chicken.
Why? They do not move with the people, 
Steroidal discharge rustling out their gills
They are so formatted as to imitate power
Not as but IS lamb, unique blood flow on zilch.

SILENT ALARM

We are deilosicated all
one-point something billion
we are not against anybody
but we are for ourselves

The art of low-class feeling
springs organically as bird 
like, in shift through jurisdictions
we the minefield curtain part

Yet will not leave the house
cruelty public heart encasing
urgent phone call prerecorded 
whispers, cross the poison tread

PROBLEM WEB
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writing with a pile of women on my lap
tramontane wind in cadaques
when the tramontane wind
blew us in cadaques
I took a picture
a picture of every latent idea 
of us in the rented car
I didn’t trust your driving 
olives driving
with a pile of women on their laps
with holes in their stomachs

you’d cast your fabrics over
the intricate movements
the legacies
the sun
flecked
histories 
doubled 
edges
formed
in the monastery
& say ‘charmian & iris’
& i would say ‘irish’
& you would laugh
isn’t she lovely
as though you understood
every dazed tangent
refusing to be 
floored
striking back
gently

Emily Weber
UNTITLED
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across every latent idea of us
every serious
etching
every chorus
of fuck wittery
of boys 
writing with piles of women in their laps.

we were told to watch the turin horse
we fell asleep watching the blue & grey turin horse
no thunderstorm 
no lighthouse
no organs touching
cadaques whale bones
scratching us to draw blood
when we forgot
to suffer
to live
awkwardly
in pretty community

you told the museum attendant
we’d watched the turin horse
which we could have
words sucked into nape 
‘have you ever admired a fierce woman?’
you hissed
stuck fingers
into his patted flesh
then
his head 
told him that admiration
will not absolve him
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that the french riviera called
it wants its mimosa back
that your grandmother painted carthorses floor to ceiling
(which I knew were mediterranean dog limbs)

& i wanted slightly
only sometimes
slightly 
to clip
your sensitivity
a parting trick
you so good at falling asleep
with your eye on the prize
keys in hand hanging off the edge of the bed.

this might be the way I think about it 

once in a while I find myself thinking
about it
what a great friend I am
how I wrote you poems
about when we forgot
to suffer
to live
awkwardly
in pretty community
when the tramontane wind blew the rented car in cadaques

the water was clear 
I could smell the water
a beaded
tongue
pulling
the
precipice
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a covalent
slip
clear water 

when we weren’t tour guides
& i wanted to tell you about carla lonzi 
unparalleled
lineage
bracken veins
harmonising
soft pistachios & a terrible amount of moths in the
glove compartment
wrapped
around one 
of your child hands
two of my claw hands.

it was probably terribly cute you concluded
that I just wanted to be at the after party
& uh oh 
get a blanket
& uh oh 
talk about my mother 
& you would drag me up
to go hunting
& I would have your back in every bar in spain
‘you don’t wanna mess with her’
I would say
‘she spills easily’

I thought about your gut
your furious abdication
the unfortunate facts
you allergic
to the stuff coating painkillers 
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trying to eat so many of them on my 21st birthday
holding the event close
sincerity killing the cat
no air left
in wired dripping clouds
you licking my eyeball
‘listen mate 
we’re all into succulents’
always defined
in opposition.

& then, as if to comfort me
‘this one’s a nice lad’ 
you said
& crouched
we cut his eyes out of the television
buried them one by one
buried them side by side.

& when I read forward in the poem
to think why did you use that word twice
but i’ve just read it too quickly
i’ve just remembered it
why did you say it’s about
the museum attendant
your father
your husband
can we go back & judge the woman shouting at her son in the cafe
it might give us clarity
& this time when I write them
when the crown’s awry
that dignity of girls with their big wide hearts
might be mended.
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the final image won’t have a sound
just us travelling
I’ll walk in to find you
depressing your feet into every last corner
spitting at the reader
‘is this confessional?
oh i’m sorry, 
did we confess something?’

salt hair 
inflatable chairs 
crackling
& you giving me
expensive make up.

‘it’s not for everyone’
you’ll whisper
‘oh no
it’s not
for everyone,
it’s
not.
it’s
an
expensive
revolution
& we’re going be smart about this,
this
make up’
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 found

Nowhere when
suddenly
stanch 

 found 

It 
every
where
breaking

 And
it 
breaking
now

falls to the
altered
how

in 
in
human
luxury 
decency
dependent

it 
moves

David Grundy

SPEAKING TURN (for Tom Raworth)

grinds
empty

at speed

forgets
yet

a kind of 
good no
less

falls to the
quick
seen
slice

faith
ful to the
flesh

fear
trod the
fear the
flesh
sears

that the times 
are not in
stead right

a heart
beating
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false tears 
torn

the times their
missed
repeating

 *

I’d 
faster
go

ordered

further
paced out
flank

fuck
I am faith
less

to the flag I
swear no
allegiance

in the centre
in the margins
scrawled

watch word
pass
go

re
sist de
sist systems
slot in
place

spot
check
spot
running
empty
fueled

exorcise
exercise

what is
eating
my spine

*

give over
get well

 yes
adjust
possessed

tune in
speaking
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turn 
swapped 
dial
volunteered

froze
or singed

songs done
done now
in code

dot dot
stopped or trailed
off

on off on off
doubted di
thered docked
& jumped sent home
with mouth sealed / up

who’s done a good job
support
when they come
if they come
when they come

 *

very definitely
articles
the comfort of nouns

defiantly
against
designation
final
station

the best form
not ever
not even
now
 enough 

it is em
bedded here

but not
bedded down not
settled
in

make me a
pallet
cut
through

end of the line
move
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Étaín’s the spit I make, 
in mouth it calcifies a worm
a gagging tongue expelled wow 
wow the ocean wide across harking coalescence: listen:

 let the record show, she did not become a butterfly
 she was a thick and ugly fly, buzzing round shit
 culinary harbinger you utter
 wasteman

then buffeted onto a scaffolding empire
not a rest, a ceaseless banging of wings
against the dry wood and the loosening screws 
a bachelor pocketing cash on behalf of the celtic arts
tread softly with those rotten feet Étaín, the shit is dreaming
of home

well up again a wind blows heavy on a fly’s back, is it not
delicacy she’s punished for, or credulous indulgence, again that worm
rolls into view, out of the dried skins winking
left it all behind! She thinks, and hungers thinking

 foremen stagger into view, betrothal arranges itself neatly on the pillow
deadly lampshade is tassled, cheap bulbs don’t bloom right though 
 she lands on light and scratches
the smallness of her back an arc of zilch desire
breeding like herself what is the doctrine on that please
 the days I do not like em; not like purity I’ve known
 dancing purely a small kiss on the pier; there’s not a question of 
keeping or not keeping, there’s only carrying and walking away         
               : someone tells Étaín

CaitlÍn Doherty
from ‘THIS AGAIN’
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say mass, 
mass
thanks be to god,
I’m queen of this fortress
wherein
speaking in German means
waking in German
good german
a freedom of movement
a helping arm for easter
remember how he said: shoot me thoroughly            I’ve won the competition
gazing at the border you might
stick a hand through and I
might feel aggressed and call
for your arrest in my bland
country side
then I can have you near, bunched
like federal queens our                                          happy parliament!

my sister, the most powerful woman in medieval
europe, thinks
you try too hard
acquiesce too slow ; can you defend yourself in a trial
of Romance?
our least substantial tradition awaits
anchoring a dinghy intent on resurrection
who could object
to its rise every morning
eastern blinks get wider
atmen in the valley of dead queens
some breathing on the rock
some not

from ‘ENDLAND / THESE LAST FIVE SUNDAYS’
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all which I could smell
a grief and sitting patience
they’ve got knives now and
are missing one disciple are

missing one messiah but they
can claim him anywhere in

whiteness and in sudden death
who is my friend, I greet you
friend. You’ve broadened by

necessity I know, by being
all that they are not so that
we can become firm friends

after lives of crackling binaries
after scratching your back til

blood ran, levantine, you won
that round, they won yours

I have never been so narrative
drumming on for climax, always

stacking tables in the doorway
giving thanks to basement rooms

its single door can block much out 
show me your bag now

show what you have

 
hallelujah! beer and petrol
chopping roses up for cake
the big and small across my
surface, eternity, repetition
ad astra kiss my keyboard
and buckle
down down down

ii
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iii

there was an accident
it happened

and we can’t stay
mired in your childgrief

like thick blind worms who
won’t be intentional

overdoing it twice
recovering once

a boy lion grabbed that one
and got himself shot you understand

that was a wild space with contact
then came the gorilla and we

opened the crimebooks, skinbound
with a dark fur behind the rocks

closed our eyes to shoot softly and
with more kindness than a jury in the land

until the gator clamped his jaws for sport
having drunk too much having partied
having set up a foundation for himself

and his guilt frat
don’t overdo it

let them undo it

crooks
judge

leniently as if he were
your son arisen from the swamp

to kill a child of tones acceptable
to drag for fun, and deskirt steaks

the meat of queens Colombian
rice beans and sauce, side piece

she wants some
place to

rest
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the global south is the new berlin
dc is the new berlin 
heterotopia is the new berlin 
my shower is the new berlin
where the mill ponds were is the new berlin
ornaments of heritage are the new berlin  

I tried to learn to fight and learnt
instead to fall well
I want to know how it is the fist can
and does succeed
I want to hurt
and shorn instead of grace and comfort
would that love survive and is that
all; 

if I didn’t go to you at dawn so the
airports were closed to us
if our tickets couldn’t reach 
how late would it be
how far and long away 
the dark and light stone the peaks
the newness of old berlin
how late and large our lives
how late

HOW LATE
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Every feminist man thinks he is a good friend. 
He wouldn’t hit a woman, nor rape her. Nor kill her,
but maybe he would write something to pause the brain, a
Heraclitean litany or regular love song. Save her a song in the spirit
of universalism that she would comprehend—
All my abstract labour is on the mountain top. So fuck unto yourself.

He wouldn’t file a woman down, or forget Ivana Hoffman’s, or
Sappho’s scream, that Mary Kelly had a fit was the right way
to set fire to the gravy boat of your dreams. You say get me,
I’ll wash your staircase I won’t touch your guitar, he says here’s the rub:
I love you more when you’re doing taxes but your 
visa ran out, my golden ratio garbage-rumour, negation-scrub-

What’s wrong with you, largesse? What’s up. A man’s abstraction
from the vaults always spews hot sauce. Take the case of Putin,
who slapped his wife just as the European Union collapsed.
He threatened to leave the Ukraine gas pipeline to pump
love poison into what became a fear of mouths. Vote. Don’t
vote! For Lyric Poetry and Society and the grace of any god

Because every white woman can think she is outta there, not
eaten inside by the Enlightenment, descendant semantics, a kind 
of no-strings accumulation where to destroy men is merely / to dream
with them, and to quell them is to ally with them against
all women who’ve learned: Le mie sorelle! Sisters! The crisis is ours
too: abandon any house, explode the base, it was just a vain idea

Amy De’Ath
VALUE AT TWILIGHT
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Making him happy driving up to the
promontory where millionaires live, struck
by the good fortune of ice cream
and petrol. Sit under a palm and think
totality. Justice in your cheeks.

Making you happy but not really,
angry and hungry eating a bird salad
take a picture of me swimming 
naked at this point I said look
But you don’t care. There’s a ladybird
crawling across the windscreen who
says it’s a man. Who says a man
wields power everybody does. I do.
Condominiums and condoms are the
same thing we all know that.

Nothing has happened to us since owning
a house and a car and a terracotta elephant
you know the world belongs to you.
If you touch a fire you get burned.
If babies are hungry, they cry.
What’s a working-class poem, is it
always bitter foam or can it be just a shrug
does it lack self-reflexivity or shy away
from natural light, in Gaza they said
they were going to live right
through us and I thought they meant
spiritually: I tried to collect the working-
class but I found they had run from
themselves in all directions. I found
they were only my legs against all the wind
in the world, muscle that knowing at all
took possession of nothing, and then
we were all jobless on the back slope, 
simple and depopulated.

UNCONDITIONAL (for Andrea Brady)
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Once upon a time we took out a loan.

Twice upon a time I’ll start with you.

Three times. Three times upon a time 

I joined a side.  I never knew I had

Joined a side since it was the side of the

Beautiful form of political mystification

And it rang four times in my crotch.

Under extreme stress and

contradiction I argued with a man who

was bigger than me as if I could be Minaj

herself, then I fought with a man who was

Desperate then I killed the man who

Emailed me five times in one night.

Five times I shot him dead pretending

To be a Free Woman of Spain, five

Times I shot him dead to live more fully.

PERMANENT ENMITY
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If you ever walked down a street and
saw some disaster porn I will tell you
it was
 Burtynsky
Never mind the sublime sugar-daddy
journalistic for the most part
yet still expressed crudely
as I want to show:

Huge     Californian romance
Monumental & manmade
the aesthetic & the repulsive
and three times gushing
I’ve totally liberated myself
using a self-conscious technique
and a release from gravity
  release from      form
and with respect to this very
fantasy of liberation and
fetishistic disavowal

I will tell you:

That art journalism unwittingly
raises the same Achilles’ heel of
the artwork in the act of praising it
 like Mama raises the bar;
That we are compelled to progress
toward the illiteracy of the future
And you can enjoy a privileged gaze
on the despoliation of Mama

INSTITUTIONAL CRITIQUE
     poem based on an essay by Clint Burnham & other sentiments
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free of didacticism,

        unchained from politics,

no one will hold it against you
but against will hold it so

fuck you negative sublime
ah you toxic sublime
fuck you technological sublime
ah you inverted sublime
fuck you industrial sublime

Burtynsky I told you I’m not
trying to editorialize, this is not
an indictment of the industry, this is 
    what it is?
we are compelled to progress
to a dry toxic wastebed
Burtynsky I’m one of the foot soldiers
in the war on sustainability

Evidently Burtynsky wants his cake
And eat it.

Burtynsky eat your cake.
Now: apologize. 

I’ve totally librettoed myself
such a horrific fear of dismemberment
Ah, breakdown in Kantian categories
Hmm, terrifying snowslide
Beautiful objects, horrible scenes
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where obsolescence is obsolete
a screen against the abyss of desire
a densified oil filter which as 
 in a photograph imagines for you

well fuck you tar sands
ah you tar sands
as the plague of scale
warps around our feet
then a poem purports to be progressive
 political in any way
anyway it could be brute presence
infinitesimally small marks
stuplimity or 
rubbish &

mere middlebrow kitsch

Note: some of the language and ideas in this poem are drawn from Clint Burnham’s essay, 

“Photography from Benjamin to Žižek, via the Petrochemical Sublime of Edward Burtynsky”
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Suggest it draws malevolent time
as the border garrison suits up.

Consider pulling a gun on one’s
self through image imposition, say 
old friend too abusive to withstand

Replacing PA live floating skin
detached from the pool whose armies
carouse inertia, stickily thrum. 

Demand register be porous to 
the first harm, then guts itself solid.

Tom Betteridge
POEM FOR JULY
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Careless go nightly in ink distance 
to soften hypnic jerk. Part-absorbed 
magnesium fried nape betters you. 

A gyroscope unenforced crashes,
much as the fact of loss in past lives
of breached gulping. Yonder artifice

self-conflating ballast to run off 
a measure of pre-boom heritage 
this washout. It is impossible

in the dorm to cast off. Phosphorous
crystals may be white, red, burgundy
or alight as urine passes, glossed

in horror. Hazing embargo at 
rising waterline. Abstracted ends 
draw themselves unquiet in the home. 

Held beneath a line of yellow fat 
dead skin soaks to dander, the morning
jaw recalls bruxism. Must marks be 

ostensible, might in abfraction 
casings work on the sly. Through evening 
teethe the sound of stack ice without breath.  

GEORGEL
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Nearly attentive wing cut from grey 
wavers dulcet, thins over salt rushes 
or Friday’s noon collates slow, soft 
in insect prism, real ornament 
alight in resin, drags outward eye.

The compact jaw pointedly foregrounds
breeze-block lightness. Erythema trick
patches body work, adrenal stress
through reason glassily cast, screening
matter against the insistent face 

becoming rose, held in a strike that
flares up lines sheer pallor counts and
disclaims. This pretence to be motile, 
real in sun-dance leverage, espalier’s 
strains unfinished by the scarp-trellis.

The not-like surface weaves resistance
grates in the glacially-bright, from wing
to prism arousal the cut of no 
reference made determinate like 
what is in logic managed till dead.

Vials at the home’s edge posit a glint, 
make solid interior as a ditched 
range, distil thyme’s scent from the runoff
by casual stem, leasing a glasswork
burnish onto the face drawn outward.

BODY WORK
     its feathers cut as if from tissue or stiffened cheesecloth —Kathleen Fraser
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in wake’s settled filings 
relation stilled to the eye
pooled in red & brown
iron seep without recall

to urge ferrous home
& element groundwork
block to block smaller 
than memory    faster

feral betwixt & charm
of cubicle salt outward
to split peal & should 
the pond crests strafed 

as for a lighter glance
of unnerved vigilance
dry inward in addition
sing xeroxed flutter

metal porous & volatile
intimate concentrate
to speak active in kind 
& relatively lived where

absent the real cultural  
medium of psychic illness 
& glory retreated from 
vital uncertain seizure

STET (after Karen Horney)
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John Dewitt
from THE NECKLESS SPOKESPERSON OF 
        THE GARDEN OF EARTHLY DELIGHTS

The sentimental life or the bug life, it gets late. Rife. I woke up in something 
unpierced by my lowly human thought. 

In a village of birth, a butterfly and a snake, a father figure rotten in the 
fridge. I perforated my head and refer to them in swarms (a small shaking 
head). This place is where I dunno and come to know pain and suffering 
incurs and it’s so good. 

*

But this time, jitter, the plane got stuck in the clouds. Rife. No need to be-
labor that, as we’re in the argument, in Podunk, not dilapidated.

I walked a few minutes down the road to this vast wooded park (?) in the 
suburbs (?) where all goes languid (?). A golden baby head came out of that 
baggy cloud unannounced and was like, what?

The snake downsized to a worm. I said shit and ran a few minutes down 
that road while the epoch was speaking in me. 

Back to bed
The slightest thing (knocking on air)
Pusillanimously (breath mashed).

*

There was a woman who gulped a bug, just opened her throat and swal-
lowed the gulped bug that wriggled inside her. It was to catch the fly but 
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I dunno why she swallowed the fly. She can’t look in everyone’s eyes to say yes. 
When she says yes, when she doesn’t say yes, she doesn’t just say yes. She express-
es herself. 

She said I’ll see you in hell or its equivalent, where transgression of the law is 
authorized. It’s a different kind of law where things are not themselves to all the 
creatures of the mud, and if you decline the miserable connotations of mud, you 
can sense mud for what it is. Tears fell from her cheeks.

And yet here I am, building a bridge straight to your heart. I’ll come find you 
wherever you are. 

*

When the sunflowers became palm trees they were staring at each other with the 
most intense gaze I’ve ever seen in my whole life in some vineyards in the early 
afternoon. 

A prison in the sun turned inside out as petals of obscurity unfurled from the 
hot transparent sphere that does not budge. Underneath the pole opposite float-
ed over and cast itself upon me. 

The soup was boiling in that sphere, first as a sphere, then as a hole, like an inner 
tube becoming a donut hole back again, emerging from a teapot.

The frog appeared in that hole and proved himself so I jumped into its lobes as 
if it looked like Kansas. I ate the frog’s legs and became the frog in legs. I didn’t 
understand almost anything with my hands behind my back, looking at the 
atmosphere, shouting here and there. 

 
*
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It was not fun, shiver, but it brung about a quake, the atmosphere cracking 
up to a bag said. To each his or her own crevice. I saw my outsider hole too, 
just were that I weren’t over yonder. 

Do you to me.

(a gaveling)

*

Awareness stopped fracking and it was supreme. In any case it was no nasty 
wallop. The laughable air mattress kind of blew up without preconceptions, 
not only from the dumps bringing woe to innard turmoil, smiling.

For I too would be bummed if I merely found random people in the tur-
quoise cement of my head. Maybe it was precedented because I was not 
welcome to the wormhole.
 

*

So I took some Pepto-Bismol and trudged with my shoes through the valley 
gorge. It became a gizmo to me and I was enraptured in theory, unfortunate-
ly.

My brain was like chaka. No empathy. Plainly put, I know I have to do 
something with me.

(a gaveling)

Something vulgar in the sun, a blackbird strolling across the landing strip 
said. Next to the eggs.
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I get that feeling even negation is wrong, really? I need splintering to put a bone 
in a bone and hammer out the trauma. I’m talking behemoth—the mud, hence 
that coming down the pipe. And there are gopher holes and there are gopher 
holes so God help us all, said the exorcist, who is dead now. I haven’t been able 
to forget it.

But the fish in the trees multiply triumphantly. And if a caterpillar can become 
a butterfly, what’s to stop a bloodworm from turning into a magpie? But the 
butterfly chooses to become a bloodworm, thus becoming the master worm in 
the otherness.

 
*

Thus was I reappropriated again and again. I anthropomorphized into a hubcap 
and joined the crowd. I should’ve known we were burnt worms in the cliff, but 
oh well, gravitating just like you and me.

Ima gonna chirp of my hade
with and errs gonna be origh

But woe be to worms! It isn’t true what they say with tenderness. It was lovely to 
the magpies swaying in the palm trees back and forth.

 
*

When I planted the woe in the dirt of ages, the palm trees nearly hallucinated in 
cloud. The shock value spiked of some insane tropes. Such a disgrace, but you 
get used to it.

*
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And all day I scream about cows not knowing a burger was a cadaver. I found 
God and went with my aching gut. Because with no aches, it’s like the gut 
was never there. 

I did some research and there was none. I wish somebody would say so, so I 
could feel it deep down.

But either way I sank you in the words of our elders. We swam into them, 
becoming through them, hurling the tradition open.

It was no dead language since at least I believe in guts in other words and not 
even in other words as was pre-arranged, and I give you thanks.
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